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About This Game

Take command of your rag-tag fleet to defend your island from blood-thirsty pirates! Engage in deep tactical decisions,
balancing attacks with repairs while keeping your morale high. If you survive, then set sail for distant lands! You'll need to

manage your gold and cargo carefully to build your fleet, choosing between ships and crew. Explore the sea for exotic places
with strange mechanical vessels and bizarre contraptions built to travel under the water. You'll need to take on dangerous

missions with valuable rewards if you hope to stay one step ahead of your enemies and uncover their dark plans. Many will join
their ranks, claiming that you are pirates—that you should be stopped! But you know the truth. Follow your code to protect the

weak and remain fearless as darkness falls over the sea. There will be no one else to stand against it.

Design your fleet with ships from four classes, each with strengths and weaknesses!

Hone your tactics to beat an ever-growing pirate threat and discover their dark purpose!

Win treasure like pirate gear and clockwork contraptions and sell for a profit or save to entice crew to join!

Unlock amazing new ship designs, each with unique stats and weapons!

Liberate dozens of islands spread across a vast ocean, unlocking new opportunities to advance your fleet!

Take on dangerous missions to hunt notorious pirate captains!
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Design your own flag and choose the colors for your fleet!

Chose Your Tactics Wisely

Each fleet is made of ships from four classes, each with unique abilities. Some ships can withstand any attack, some move
quickly, and some have great range. Which ships you use will depend on your strategy. Will you hold back and launch a counter

attack or will you attack before they have a chance to load their cannons?

Liberate the Islands

The ocean is divided into territories, each of which has islands. As you fight pirates in a territory, you gradually liberate the local
islands, which unlocks new locations on each island, new items to buy, and new crew to hire. Just don't spend your gold too

quickly.

Complete Missions

As you explore you may find someone who offers you a mission. Completing missions will unlock locations, unlock new ship
designs, or reward you with gold. There’s always a primary mission that will move you closer to unraveling the plans of your

enemies.

Hire Your Crew

Occasionally you will find someone willing to join your crew in exchange for gold or items. As your crew grows you can use
more ships in combat or choose to use bigger ships, if you’ve discovered their designs.

Collect Items

There’s hundreds of items to find scattered across the ocean! You can sell items for gold or hold on to them to hire potential
crew. You might even be able to find a store that will offer you more gold for a certain type of item.

Customize Your Look

Some items allow you to change the look of your fleet, such as fleet color, flag designs, and flag emblems. You can then edit
your flag and fleet colors at any island to make the perfect look for your fleet. Or, save your gold to buy ships.

Grow Your Fleet

Ships can be purchased once their designs are discovered. Once you own a ship you can start teaching it new actions by
assigning a captain to the ship. Each captain teaches the ship a different action. Actions can gain levels and become unstoppable.

Stop to Fish

You can’t fight pirates all the time! Fishing and botany are both available to help you relax while gaining some valuable items to
sell. Mythical fish and plants are out there to discover and are worth a lot of gold. Finding them won’t be easy though.

One Last Thing

Pirate Code is mostly the work of one bearded programmer. If you have suggestions, I will be listening. Now, shouldn’t you be
loading the cannons?
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Title: Pirate Code
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Circuit Hive
Publisher:
Circuit Hive
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL or DirectX compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL compatible

Additional Notes: Pirate Code will most likely run on older machines but we don't have access for testing.

English
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Gotta support indie creators. Theres a lot of great talent out there. A beautiful game..
BOORRRRIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNGGGG. Great game! I love it :)
very nice paintings and music. Played game for the first day, it was fun.
Now the game wont even load up. I purchased it over the weekend its wednesday. Tried uninstalling, reinstalling, verifying files,
and searching the forums. Found another guy with windows 7 having this same issue other than that nothing, no answer. Idk.
Hopefully this review will encourage a dev to respond. I'd like to be able to play the game I paid for.

Edit: This game works on my win 10 laptop, does not work on my win 7 desktop.. I dont even, try to jump and this piece of
**** takes screenshot + "2004 game" probably done in early 1800 and just put on sale to gain people to buy it because it is
cheap.. Wow!

What a game!

No options to change resolution... Horrible with 4k and then all so tiny...

First screen white letters on grey background... Combined with resolution ==> no idea what was written there...

Then game itself. Three (3) things to do per season.

Plant, tax, fight.

Repeat till no more free soldiers.

Plant, tax, recruit.

If people are unhappy you tax them, make one season break. Plant, fight, end.

Yes, it is cheap, but still not worth even this little amount of money... Sad, because the idea was nice.

9 achievements in 7 minutes...
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Supprisingly addictive. I know my hours are a bit misleading but i personally waited for the switch release to finish the game.
I really love this game a lot and when i mean love, it's the type of thing where the ideas and story presented will really stick with
me a long time. I think like a lot of people have said it really is best to go in blind, the game's story is something better explored
in it's day-to-day style rather then just reading a paragraph about the plot.

Even with that said their are some flaws that need to be brought up. While the game does come to a complete end once the final
day is hit there are some things about the world and characters I wanted to know more about and I felt like i was left hanging
about those things. Anna as a character is a major part of this problem, I don't want to spoil a lot about her but i just felt like
there was a lot of untapped story elements with her that still needed to be explored even if we did know her full past.

Overall I think this really is an easy 9\/10, the flaws are very small and the next installment that comes out next year might even
fix the flaws present in this one. Thanks Sukeban Games for making this, it really is special to a lot of people.. Good graphics
but incredibly repetitive and gets boring very fast. If you can get it on sale great, but not worth the full asking price. Simple
Physics Puzzle.

Tho similar to Zup Series,
being less complicated and lower achievement spams makes it more pleasant.

Playable.
For the Perfect Game, Achievements and Trade Cards.
. A fun little puzzle game, that combines minesweeper with "match three".. Papers Please anime edition

This is a hilarous VN with full english voice acting for every character which is unique.
Has good replay value and it's well worth the price.

New title released - Miko Mole!:
Hi everyone,

We have just released a new title - Miko Mole!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/473480

This is a great game that includes:

Trading Cards
Steam Achievements
Localized into several languages
15% discount for a week!
And many more!

Hurry up to get it!. Cat puzzle 6 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045874/. Vive Pro support, sticky grips, enable both hands with one activator,
updated demo and fixes...:
During long sessions, Vive users had a hard time pressing the grip buttons all the time, which is not comfortable and has risk of
repeated strain injury (RSI). We added a "Sticky grips" feature, which you can enable in settings.

Complete list of changes:

Vive Pro support. It must be enabled in settings.

Sticky grips. Available in settings.

One side enables both. Available in edit profile -> configure buttons.
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Fixes for Oculus Rift users during startup.

Fixed presence of virtual controllers (like LIV's).

Fixed long standing issue of not having both controllers connected when starting a profile.

Open SteamVR automatically if it fails to connect.

Added "How to move" video on Steam.

Demo updated with new models, snap turning and many walking fixes.

Known issues:

By default one can't use the flashlight in Fallout 4 VR. Can be remapped to trigger but one jumps when turning the
flashlight on or off. Or it can be remapped to right home (use the button in the headset to open home).

If you close the app without clicking "stop", some buttons remain muted until you restart SteamVR.

If the demo scene is started without headset tracking, floor may be wrong in Vive, and Rift uses fall to the infinite void.

In the demo, one jumps after crouching.

As usual, head to the community forum if you have any problem or suggestion.

. Dev Update - Multiplayer & GDC:
Hey everyone.

It's been a couple of busy weeks here at the office. We wanted to let you know what we're currently working on and what's
coming to Guns N' Boxes soon.

Online multiplayer is getting a huge boost in quality. There are some issues preventing us from patching the game but once
they're resolved you should see noticable improvements in latency and stability. We're really happy how it's shaping up.

New Weapons! We've been hard at work preparing new additions to the arsenal designed to provide new and inventive ways to
dispatch opponents. Stealthy, explosive, fiery, short, and long-range eliminations await. Stay tuned!

Most of the team will be flying to San Francisco for the Game Developers Conference in the following weeks. If any of you are
there, give us a hoot! We'd love to hear from you in person.. Have a sexy week-end!:
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And what better way than to enjoy a dungeon adventure with the gorgeous heroine of your choice?

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1027900/Sexy_Heroine/

Also available in bundles!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10943/Sexy_Bundle/

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10941/Sexiest_Bundle/
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